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Abstract: This paper addresses an NP-hard problem of designing a network topology 
with maximum (s, t) reliability subject to given constraints, such as the computer centers 
location (nodes), their connecting links reliability and cost, and the maximum budget cost 
to install the links. Cost is a major issue in the network design, and thus the problem is 
applicable for networks requiring maximized reliability. This paper presents a dynamic 
programming (DP) scheme to solve the problem. Then, it describes a DP approach, called 
DPA, to generate the topology using all (s, t) paths in the network. Five different path-
orders are proposed to improve the effectiveness of DPA. Further, the path-orders allow 
DPA to generate only k≥1 paths dynamically from the graph model of the network and 
stops if a path inclusion leads to an insignificant addition in the resulting topology’s 
reliability. This step reduces the time complexity significantly while producing almost 
equal results as compared to using all (s, t) paths. Extensive simulations using benchmark 
networks with various sizes show the merits of path-orders, and the effectiveness and 
advantage of our DPA vis-à-vis to three existing techniques. Our proposed DPA is able to 
generate 92% optimal results on the networks using only 6% to 11% of the (s, t) paths for 
large networks. Further, its non-optimal results are no more than 0.77% off that of 
optimal. Finally, for a 2×100 grid network that contains 299 paths, DPA requires only up to 
k=987 paths to generate topology with cost 99% of the total cost and reliability 99.35% of 
that of the original network.    

Keywords: Dynamic programing, network topology design, network optimization, network 
reliability, terminal reliability. 

1. Introduction 

A well-designed communication network is inseparable from the effective running of user 
applications. For critical applications (e.g., emergency systems and military operations) it 
is important that the network is as reliable as possible. A reliable network ensures its 
effective operation without interruption, even when components fail [1]. However, 
constructing such networks incur higher installation cost. Given a set of various computer 
centers (nodes), their link information (failure rate and cost), it is imperative to select the 
most suitable set of links such that the resulting network meets its cost and/or required 
reliability objectives. In practice, the network installation cost is the limiting factor and 
large emphasis is put on constructing a network within the cost budget constraint while 
maximizing its reliability. The network design problem, hereafter called NTD-RC, is NP-
hard [2] and heuristic and/or approximation solutions are required to design large sized 
networks that contains many nodes, links and (s, t) paths. Several greedy heuristic 
solutions exist in literature [2], [3], [4]. However, the solutions require generating all 
paths of the network, and thus are not feasible for designing networks with a large number 
of paths. Recently, Kroese, et al. [5] developed a heuristic approach based on a cross 
entropy (CE) Meta-heuristic to solve NTD-RC problem. However, the CE algorithm uses 
a computationally intensive Monte Carlo technique, with time complexity O(b×|V|4) [6], 
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to estimate the reliability of each candidate network; b (|V|) is the number of replications 
(nodes).  

References [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] address a closely related problem, hereafter called NTD-
CR, to design a topology with the minimum link cost subject to a reliability constraint. All 
proposed solutions use Meta-heuristic techniques, e.g., genetic algorithms [7], swarm 
particle [8], ant colony [9], tabu search [10] and simulated annealing [11]. Further, all 
algorithms consider only the all-terminal reliability measure. Though the two problems 
are closely related, the solutions for NTD-CR cannot be effectively used to solve NTD-
RC as they are either too expensive computationally or lack the necessary precision to 
generate an acceptable solution. The approaches for NTD-CR use either a simulation or an 
analytic method to compute the reliability that compared with the required reliability 
constraint. The analytic method produces exact reliability value; however, its time 
complexity grows exponentially in the order of network size [12]. A simulation method 
reduces the complexity, but produces only the upper bound reliability values that are 
acceptable for NTD-CR problem since the values are used only to see if the result is 
feasible. In contrast, a NTD-RC solver needs to compute exact reliability values to search 
for network with the maximum reliability; otherwise, the search might lead to a local 
maximum. The existing Meta-heuristic can be used for computing NTD-RC only if it uses 
exact reliability value in its steps, which is computationally expensive since, for GA, it 
needs the value for each chromosome re-evaluation. 

The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, we propose a dynamic programming 
(DP) formulation and implementation, DPA, to solve the NTD-RC problem from all (s, t) 
simple paths in the network. Second, we propose five approaches to heuristically generate 
effective path orders that allow DPA to produce near optimal results. Third, we describe 
how DPA can use only k≥1 (s, t) paths to reduce its computation time while producing 
similar results as compared to using all (s, t) simple paths of the network.  

The layout of the paper is as follows: Section 2 discusses the network model and 
notation. Section 3 formulates the NTD-RC problem and its assumptions. Section 4 
describes our proposed solutions and Section 5 presents the simulation results. Finally, 
Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2. Network Model and Notation 

A communication network (CN) can be modelled by a probabilistic bidirectional simple 
graph G=(V, E), in which each node v j∈V represents a network component (e.g., router, 
computer site) and each edge e j∈E represents the connecting media (e.g., communication 
link) between the network components. It is assumed that all nodes’ location and 
connecting links are given. Each e j has a cost c j>0 that represents the cost to install e j, and 
reliability 0≤r j≤1 that represents the probability that e j is functioning (UP); all nodes are 
always UP and use no setup costs. Edge failures are assumed statistically independent and 
without repair. Figure 1 shows an example of the graph model of a CN with six fixedly 
positioned nodes and eight links. 

 

            
      Figure 1: Example CN              Figure 2: Optimal Solution for CN in Figure 1 
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Table 1: Link Weightages and Path sets for CN in Figure1 
 

                                                      
  
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                              
             
 
     
 

A simple (s, t) path set P i is a sequence of links from a source node (s) to a destination 
node (t) such that no node is traversed more than once. Let PG be a set of all (s, t) simple 
paths in G, and n=|PG |. Let Cost(P i) denote the cost of installing all links in path P i, 
calculated by taking the sum of c j of each e j in P i. The cost of a network topology G, 
Cost(G), is calculated by taking the sum of all c j for each e j in G. Let Rel(P i) denote the 
reliability of path P i, calculated by multiplying all r j of each e j in P i. The terminal (s, t) 
reliability of a topology G, Rel(G), is the probability that at least one P i in G is functional. 
Calculating Rel(G) in general is an NP-hard problem [6]. Notice that G can be constructed 
using nodes in V and all links in PG, and thus this paper uses Cost(PG)=Cost(G) and 
Rel(PG)=Rel(G). Table 1 shows the c j and r j values for each edge e j, and the PG and its 
P i, Rel(P i) and Cost(P i) of the CN in Fig. 1. 

3. Network Topology Design Problem (NTD-RC) 

Let X i be a decision variable that indicates whether a path P i in G=(V, E) is selected 
(Xi=1) or not (Xi=0). The following equations describe the NTD-RC problem.    

                              Maximize  Rel(⋃ Pi  Xi )                                              
|PG|
i=1 (1) 

                                           Subject to Cost(⋃ Pi  Xi )≤Cmax
|PG|
i=1                                      (2) 

Equation (1) calculates the maximum Rel(G) using only the selected paths P i from Eq. 
(2). One may generate all 2n possible path set combinations in Eq. (2) and for each 
combination that has total link cost at most Cmax, use Eq. (1) to calculate its Rel(G), and 
select one with the maximum reliability as its, optimal topology, Gopt. However, this 
solution is prohibitive for use in large networks since a general network contains n=2|E|-

|V|+2 (s, t) simple paths [13]. To illustrate NTD-RC problem, consider the CN in Fig. 1. For 
Cmax=20, Fig. 2 shows its, Gopt, whose links form a set of paths {(1,4,6,7), (1,4,8), (1,3,7), 
(1,3,6,8)} with Rel(Gopt)=0.833 and Cost(Gopt)=20; Gopt does not contain paths 
(2,5,4,3,7), (2,5,6,7) and (2,5,8) because links 2 and 5 are not selected. Note that if 
Cmax≥Cost(G)=29, Eq. (1) considers all paths in G; thus Eq. (1) produces Gopt=G with 
Rel(G)=0.902. Further, if Cmax is set smaller than the minimum of Cost(P i) for each 
P i∈PG, no path can be selected in Eq. (1). Thus, it is assumed that Cmax is at least the 
minimum among Cost(P i) to guarantee a feasible solution.  

4. Proposed Method based on Dynamic Programming  
4.1 Dynamic Programming Formulation for NTD-RC  
Let PX i, for i=1, 2, …, n, be a set of paths selected from n-i paths in (Pn, Pn-1, …, P i) and 
G i=(V, E i⊆E) be an induced graph whose links comprise of all links in PX i; |PX i |≥0. Let 
R[i, c]=Rel(G i)=Rel(PX i), for c=0, 1, …, Cmax, be the maximum reliability of G i subject 

PG Link Weightages 
P i Rel(P i)   Cost(P i)   e j c j r j 

P1 (1,4,6,7) 0.340 15    1 5 0.9  
P2 (1,4,8) 0.729 12  2 3 0.6  
P3 (1,3,7) 0.441 9  3 2 0.7 
P4 (1,3,6,8) 0.340 14  4 4 0.9   
P5 (2,5,4,3,7) 0.238 17   5 6 0.9  
P6 (2,5,6,7) 0.226 15   6 4 0.6  
P7 (2,5,8) 0.486 12 7 2 0.7  
    8 3 0.9 
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to Cost(G i)=Cost(PX i)≤c, and thus, R[i, c]= Max{Rel(⋃ Pj  Xj  

n
j=1 )}  subject to 

Cost(G i=(V, E i))≤c. Note that R[1, Cmax] is the maximum reliability of G1=(V, E1⊆E) 
subject to Cost(G1)≤Cmax; NTD-RC aims to find the most optimal G1 as Gopt. Let P[i, c], 
L[i, c], and C[i, c] be PX i that produces R[i, c], the set of links contained in P[i, c], and 
the total cost of links in L[i, c], respectively. Further, let Rel(P[i+1, c]∪{P i}), Link(P[i+1, 
c]∪{P i}), Cost(P[i+1, c]∪{P i}) each be a function that returns the reliability of G i that 
contains path set {P[i+1, c]∪{P i}}, the union of links in {P[i+1, c]∪{P i}}, and the cost of 
Link(P[i+1, c]∪{P i}), respectively. Note that Cost({P i}-P[i+1, c]) computes the cost of 
links in P i that are not in P[i+1, c]. For each range of columns c1≤c≤c2 in row i that 
contain the same cost value, we set each J[i, c]=c1. Thus, index J[i, c]=0, 1, 2, …, Cmax 
marks the starting column of a range of columns that have the same cost. For example, as 
later shown in Table 2, we store J[7, c]=12 at columns c=12 to c=20 since C[7, 12]=C[7, 
13]= … =C[7, 20]. Note that we set J[i, c]=c1 when c1=c2, i.e., when the length of the 
range is one. 

Each R[i, c] is calculated using the following four equations. Without loss of 
generality, we select paths starting from the last path, Pn, using either Eq. (3) or Eq. (4). 

           R[i, c]=0; if i=n and Cost(Pn)>c                          (3) 
                R[i, c]=Rel(Pn); if i=n and Cost(Pn)≤ c                     (4)                                                                                      

R[i+1, c]; if i<n and Cost(P[i+1, j]∪{P i}>c                    (5) 
R[i, c]=Max(R[i+1, c],{Rel(P[i+1, j ]∪{P i})}); if i<n and c≤Cost(P[i+1, j]∪{P i})≤Cmax 
(6)  

In Eq. (3), since Cost(Pn)>c, Pn cannot be selected; thus R[n, c]=0. In contrast, 
Cost(Pn)≤c in Eq. (4), thus Pn should be selected, giving R[n, c]=Rel(Pn). Eq. (5) and Eq. 
(6) consider an option of selecting each path P i, for i<n. Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) study the 
cases when selecting P i together with some previously selected paths PX j satisfies the 
required cost c, i.e., Cost(P[i+1, j]∪{P i})≤c, for each possible j=J[i, c]=0, 1, …, Cmax. 
When Cost(P[i+1, j]∪{P i})>c, P i cannot be selected and thus, in Eq. (5), R[i, c]=R[i+1, 
c]; i.e., the maximum reliability possible using all or a subset of paths in P i, P i+1, …, Pn is 
obtained from the maximum reliability possible using all or a subset of paths in P i+1, P i+2, 
…, Pn. In Eq. (6), selecting P i is possible since c≤Cost(P[i+1, j]∪{P i})≤Cmax. If P i is not 
selected, the potential maximum reliability would come from selecting paths P i+1, P i+2, …, 
Pn with unchanged budget c; i.e., R[i, c]=R[i+1, c]. If P i is selected, the remaining 
allowable cost for selecting paths P i, P i+1, …, Pn would be reduced from c to Cost(P[i+1, 
j]∪{P i}) and the resulting reliability would be Rel(P[i+1, j]∪{P i})). Thus, Eq. (6) sets 
R[i, c] to the maximum between the two potential reliability values. When the two options 
produce the same reliability, our implementation selects the one with lower cost. Note that 
for each i<n, Eq. [6] considers an option of selecting only P i when j=0.      

The formulation of NTD-RC problem in Eq. (1) and (2) is similar to NP-complete 0/1 
knapsack problem [14]. In the 0/1 knapsack, there are n items (i.e., paths), where each 
item i has capacity xi (i.e., Cost(P i)), and value vi (i.e., Rel(P i)) and its goal is to select a 
set of items that have the maximum total value (i.e., Eq. (1)) with the total capacity within 
a given capacity constraint Xmax (i.e., Eq. (2)). The problem is solvable using a dynamic 
programming (DP) approach in a pseudo-polynomial time O(n×Xmax) [14].  

The DP formulation in Eq. (3) to (6) is similar to that used to solve the 0/1 knapsack 
problem [14]. Let P[i, c] be the maximum value achievable using a knapsack of capacity x 
and items i, i+1, …, n. For each item i with capacity xi≤x, the DP for knapsack calculates 
P[i,x]=max{P[i+1, x], P[i+1, c-xi]+vi}, similar to Eq. (6). The first option does not select 
item i (i.e., P i) and thus P[i, x] (i.e., R[i, c]) is set to the maximum value (reliability) using 
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the same x (i.e., c) but from items i+1, …, n (i.e., P i+1, … Pn). The second option is to take 
item i (i.e., P i) and the value (reliability) for the option is P[i, x]=P[i+1, x-xi]+v i (i.e., R[i, 
c]=Rel(P[i+1, cj]∪{P i})). Unlike for knapsack where the total cost of two items is the 
sum of each item’s cost, in NTD-RC, Cost(P i)+Cost(P j)≥Cost({P i}∪{P j}) because paths 
P i and P j may contain common links. Thus, Eq. (6) must consider all possible values of 
cj.  
 For knapsack, P[i, x] is optimal when both P[i+1, x] and P[i+1, x-xi] are optimal; since 
the value for each capacity x is computed sequentially for each item, the sub problem is 
always optimal, and therefore, its DP produces optimal value at P[1, Xmax]. Note that Eq. 
(6) does not guarantee to produce optimal R[i, c] since, unlike for knapsack where the 
total value of two items is the sum of each item’s value, reliability 
Rel(P i)+Rel(P j)≠Rel({P i}∪{P j}). Further, even when Rel(P i)>Rel(P j), Rel({Ph}∪{P i}) 
is not always larger than Rel({Ph}∪{P j}), for any Ph. For our case, R[i, c] is not 
necessarily maximum even when its two sub problems are optimal. In Section 4.4, we 
propose five path orders that help produce topology with higher reliability. Further, we 
show how DPA can use only k≥1 paths to produce its result.  

4.2 Dynamic Programming Algorithm (DPA) 

Figure 3 shows the pseudo-code of our proposed DPA. For a G=(V, E) that contains n 
paths with cost constraint Cmax, DPA implicitly constructs a DP table of size n×Cmax. 
However, as shown in Fig. 3, it keeps only two consecutive rows of the table: row1 and 
row2; thus it requires only a table of size 2×Cmax, irrespective of the size of n.  
Specifically, DPA computes R[1, j] and P[1, j] in row1 using the information in R[2, c] 
and P[2, c] in row2, for all relevant columns c and j. After copying the contents of row1 to 
row2, it repeats the step until all paths have been considered. Line 1 implements Eq. (3), 
Line 2 to 6 are based on Eq. (4) with the remainder implementing Eq. (5) (Lines 7 to 11, 
when the cost in line 16 exceeds Cmax) and (6) (Lines 12 to 26), and copying row1 to row2 
(Line 27 to 32). Function Cost(X) in Fig. 3 computes the total cost of the union of links in 
path set X={P[i+1, c]∪{P i}}. For each c, it returns the sum of C[i+1, c] and the cost of 
links in P i that are not in L[i+1, c]. Using the bit implementation [12], Cost(X) can be 
computed in O(|E|). DPA uses the function at most once for every table entry; thus the 
worst case time complexity for using the function is O(n×|E|×Cmax).  

Function Rel(X) calculates the reliability of the network using only paths in set X. The 
Rel(X) function can be implemented using any exact calculation [12], heuristic technique 
[15] or approximation (bounding) method [16]. We used CAREL [12] to compute Rel(X) 
so that the reliability can be incrementally computed when a new path is selected. 
Specifically, Rel(X={P[i+1, c]∪{P i}}) returns the sum of R[i+1, c] and the additional 
reliability of including P i. The complexity to compute the additional reliability depends on 
the total number of disjoint terms, T i, generated for P i, i.e., O(|E|×T i) [12]. Note, Rel(X) 
is used only if Cost(X)≤Cmax; let ψ be the total number of cases where Cost(X)≤Cmax. The 
time complexity of using Rel(X) is O(ψ×|E|×Tmax), for Tmax=max{T i} and Thus, in the 
worst case, DPA requires O(ψ×|E|×Tmax+n×|E|×Cmax).  

We consider a small value of Cmax, e.g., 1000. For a network design that requires a 
larger cost constraint, e.g., Cmax=10000, one can scale every x columns in the larger table, 
e.g., x=10000/1000=10, as one column in the smaller table. In other words, for the 
example, column 1 and 50 in the smaller table 2×1000 refer to cost constraints 1 to 10 and 
500 to 510 in the larger table 2×10000, respectively. However such conversion will add an 
additional computation time. 
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DPA Pseudocode: 
1.   Initialize P[2, c]={}, R[2, c]=0 and J[2, c]=0 when c<Cost(Pn) // Eq. (3) 
2.   for (c ← Cost(Pn) to Cmax) do // Eq. (4) 
3.      P[2, c] ← {Pn} 
4.      R[2, c] ← Rel(Pn)  
5.      J[2, c] ← Cost(Pn) 
6.   end for 
7.   for (Y ← 0 to Cmax) do // Eq. (5), copy row2 to row1 
8.      P[1, Y ] ← P[2, Y ]                     
9.      R[1, Y ] ← R[2, Y ] 
10.     J[1, Y ] ← J[2, Y ]  
11.  end for 
12.  for (i ← n-1 downto 1) do // Eqs (5)-(6) 
13.     for (Y ← Cmax downto 0) do 
14.        while ((J[2, Y]≠J[2, Y-1] || Y=0)  
15.             j= J[2, Y] 
16.             if (Cost(P[2, j]∪{P i})≤Cmax)  
17.              for (c ← Cost(P[2, j]∪{P i}) to Cmax) do 
18.               if R[1, c]<Rel(P[2, j]∪{P i}) then  
19.                  P[1, c] ← P[2, j]+{P i}  
20.                  R[1, c] ← Rel(P[2, j]∪{P i})  
21.                  J[1, c ] ← Cost(P[2, j]∪{P i}) 
22.               end if 
23.              end for 
24.             end if 
25.        end while 
26.     end for 
27.     for (Y ← 0 to Cmax) do // copy row1 to row2 
28.         P[2, Y ] ← P[1, Y ]                     
29.         R[2, Y ] ← R[1, Y ] 
30.         J[2, Y ] ← J[1, Y ]  
31.     end for 
32.  end for          

Figure 3: DPA Pseudo-code 

4.3 Illustrating Example 

Consider the CN in Fig. 1 with its link weight and pathset in Table 1, and Cmax=20. DPA 
constructs the DP table in Table 2, to obtain the optimal network in Fig. 2; for 
convenience, we show all n=7 rows although our implementation creates only two rows.  

Each row of the table considers each P i for possible selection and each column shows 
the budget cost c≤Cmax. Since the minimum cost of any path is 9 and Cmax=20, DPA 
requires 20-9+1=12 columns. Each element in the table shows the set of paths selected for 
Eq. (1) and its reliability value. Since Cost(P7)=12, lines 1 to 6 initialize the first row with 
P[7, c]={}, R[7, c]=0 and J[7, c]=0 for c=9, …, 11, and P[7, c]={7}, R[7, c]=0.486 and 
J[7, c]=12 for c=12, 13, …, 20.  
 Next, for P6, we copy row 7 to row 6 using lines 7 to 11, hence Eq. (5), and then use 
Eq. (6) to update row 6 to improve reliability at some columns when possible. For j=J[7, 
12]=12 and Cost(P[7, 12]∪{P6})=18<Cmax, selecting P6 would generate Rel(P[7, 
12]∪{P6})=0.509. On the other hand, if P6 is not selected, the maximum achievable 
reliability is P[7,18]=0.486; thus P6 is selected with P7 for c=18; similarly for c=19, 20. 
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Thus, for this case, DPA set P[6, c]={7, 6}, R[6, c]=0.509 and J[6, c]=18 at each column 
c=18, 19, 20. 

When j=J[7, 0]=0, Cost(P[i+1, 0]={}∪{P6})=15<Cmax. Since Rel(P[7, 0]={}∪{P6})< 
R[7, c]=Rel(P7), keeping P7 at each column c=15, 16 , …, 17 is better; thus DPA keeps 
columns c=0, 1, …,15 unchanged. 
 As another example, take Cost(P5)=17 and lines 7 to 11 set P[5, c]=P[6, c] and R[5, 
c]=R[6, c] for each column c. When j=18, Cost(P[i+1, 18]={P7, P6}∪{P5})=24>Cmax and 
thus, following Eq. (5), selecting P5 is not feasible. However, for j=12, Cost(P[i+1, 
12]={P7}∪{P5})=20≤Cmax, and following Eq. (6), i.e., lines 12 through 26, the selection 
leads to an increased reliability; thus P5 is selected with P7 and DPA updates column 
c=20 with P[5, c]={7, 5}, R[5, c]=0.51 and J[5, c]=20. 

Table 2: DP Table for CN in Figure 1 

For the budget, Cost(P[2, 20]∪P1)=Cost({P3, P2}∪{P1})=Cost({1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8})=20 
and Rel(P1, P2, P3)=0.823>R[2, 20]; thus P1 is selected, and DPA sets P[1, 20]={P3, P2, 
P1} as its output with reliability R[1, 20]=0.823. The optimal topology Gopt, shown in 
Fig. 2, is obtained by selecting all links in the paths {P1, P2, P3}. Notice that paths {P1, 
P2, P3} and {P1, P2, P3, P4} contain the same set of links, and thus they form the same 
optimal topology Gopt with Rel(Gopt)=0.833 calculated from {P1, P2, P3, P4}.  

4.4 DPA Performance Improvement 

We propose two ways to improve the performance of DPA in Fig. 3. For the first 
improvement, we sort the paths in PG using one of five ordering criteria so that it produces 
topology with higher reliability. The ordered paths are generated as follows. For each 
criterion, CR1, CR2, CR3, CR4, or CR5, we compute link weight wi for each e i∈E, 
calculated as wi=c i, wi=-(log r i), wi= c i/r i, wi=-(log r i)+c i, and wi=-(log r i)×c i, 
respectively. Then, one can use Yen’s algorithm [17] to generate all (s, t) paths in 
increasing weight order or modify the algorithm in [18] that generates the best 
performing path in the graph to generate the sorted (s, t) paths. Notice that the path weight 
is calculated as the summation of the weight of each link in the path. Using the criteria, 
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we obtain the following orders for the paths in Table 1; CR1:(P3,P2,P7,P4,P1,P6,P5), CR2: 
(P6,P5,P4,P1,P3,P7,P2), CR3:(P3,P2,P7,P4,P1,P6,P5), CR4:(P3,P2,P7,P4,P1,P6,P5) and 
CR5: (P2,P3,P7,P4, P1,P6,P5). Note that Eqs. (3) to (5) consider paths starting from Pn, 
and thus DPA sets Pn as the least weighted path, Pn-1 as, the second least weighted, etc. 
Since Yen’s algorithm requires a time complexity of O(k×|V|×(|E|+|V|×log|V|)), DPA 
requires an extra O(n×|V|×(|E|+|V|×log|V|)) time complexity for the improvement, i.e., 
O(ψ×|E|×Tmax+n×|E|×Cmax+ n×|V|×(|E|+|V|×log|V|)). 

For the second improvement, we propose using Yen’s algorithm [17] to generate only 
the first k≥1 least weighted paths in each of the five path orders. Thus, this improvement 
does not require all (s, t) paths a priori, which improves DPA’s time complexity while 
producing almost the same result as compared to using all paths in the network. Since 
there is no effective way for setting the value of k a priori, we set k dynamically as 
follows. Consider that DPA has generated and used paths Pn, Pn-1, …, Pn-k+1, Pn-k to 
obtain an NTn-k with reliability Rn-k and cost Cn-k≤Cmax, and it generates Pn-k-1 to obtain an 
NTn-k-1 with reliability Rn-k-1 and cost Cn-k-1. DPA considers two cases: (i) Cmax≥Cn-k-1>Cn-

k, thus NTn-k-1≠NTn-k and Rn-k-1>Rn-k; (ii) Cn-k-1=Cn-k, NTn-k-1=NTn-k, and Rn-k-1>Rn-k, i.e., 
links in Pn-k-1 have already been included in NTn-k. If Pn-k-1 improves the reliability while 
changing the topology within budget, i.e., case (i), DPA keeps generating the subsequent 
Pn-k-1. However, for case (ii), DPA would check if the reliability improvement is 
significant; in this paper, we set Rn-k-1/Rn-k≥1.005 as the criterion, i.e., 0.5% 
improvement. If it is significant, DPA continues with the next path. Otherwise, if each of 
the next 10 consecutive paths does not significantly improve reliability, DPA stops 
considering the subsequence paths, i.e., Pn-k-1, Pn-k-2, …, P1 and returns with network 
formed from Pmax⊆(Pn, Pn-1, … Pn-k). Notice that setting larger k does not always make 
DPA produce better result due to the heuristic nature of the path order. Path preprocessing 
reduces the time complexity of DPA since it generates and uses only k≤n simple paths; 
e.g., DPA uses only paths P1, P2, and P3 in Table 1. Since Yen’s algorithm requires a 
time complexity of O(k×|V|×(|E|+|V|×log|V|)) to generate the first k least weighted paths, 
DPA has a time complexity of O(ψk×|E|×Tmax+k×|E|×Cmax+ k×|V|×(|E|+|V|×log|V|)), for 
ψk≤ψ. 

5. Simulation and Discussion  
We have implemented our DPA in C language and compared its performances against 
approaches in [2],[3],[4] on six small networks given in the references; all algorithms 
produce the same topologies. We further evaluated DPA on larger networks in Section 
5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. Note that the existing approaches in [2], [3], [4] are suitable only for 
small networks, and we did not use them in these three simulations. In Section 5.1, we 
consider DPA on 20 networks in [12] to observe the effects of the different path orderings 
(described in Section 4.4) on the effectiveness of our algorithm. In Section 5.2, we used 
DPA on 100 networks with known optimal network to gauge DPA’s effectiveness. 
Finally, in Section 5.3, we used DPA on five large grid networks that contain up to 299 
spanning trees to evaluate its efficiency and effectiveness. All simulations were run on 
Intel Core i5 with 2.53 GHz with 4 GB of RAM, running Linux (Ubuntu Core 11.10). 

5.1 The Effect of Path Orderings on the Performance of DPA 

For each of the 20 networks in Table 4, we first randomly assigned the r i and c i for each 
e i, and set Cmax randomly between 40% to 100% of the total link costs of the network; 
each 𝐶𝑁𝑛

|V|,|E| denotes a CN with |V| nodes, |E| links and n paths. Then, we sorted the 
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pathset of each network based on CR1 to CR5 and used DPA to generate the topology for 
each network for the five path orders.  

As shown in Table 4, DPA using each path order produces between 10 and 14 of the 
best results (in bold) as compared to only 9 using the random order. Thus, the path orders 
help DPA in producing better results. The table shows that CR3 is the best performer, 
followed by CR4 and CR5 with 14, 13, and 13 best results; CR1 and CR2 are the worst.  

5.2 Performance of DPA on Benchmark Networks 

We have generated 100 networks from the 20 topologies in Section 5.1 to benchmark the 
optimality of DPA. Let α>0 be the number of edges deleted from a network. For α=1, an 
optimal G i =(V,E-{e i}), for any e i∈E, is generated as follows. For each possible e i∈E, 
we first generated G i; there are |E| different G i. For each G i, we calculated Rel(G i), and 
selected G i with the maximum reliability as Gopt with cost Cost(Gopt). We repeat the steps 
for α=2, 3, 4, 5. We did not generate benchmark networks for larger α because it would 
be very time consuming. For example for |E|=30 and α=6, there are 593775 different G i 
and thus finding Gopt among them require significant amount of time since computing the 
reliability value of each G i takes exponential time. Since we set Cmax=Cost(Gopt) used for 
each generated network G i is the tightest possible constraint, and thus each benchmark 
evaluates the worst possible performance for our DP algorithms. 

Table 4: The Effects of Path Orders on the Performance of DPA 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We have used DPA with CR3, CR4, CR5 criteria to generate topologies from the 100 

INPUT Rel(G1) for each path ordering criteria 
CN Cma

x 
Random CR1 CR2 CR3 CR4 CR5 

 20 0.823 0.833 0.833 0.833 0.833 0.833 
 20 0.914 0.914 0.914 0.914 0.914 0.914 

 20 0.781 0.793 0.781 0.793 0.973 0.973 
 20 0.591 0.591 0.591 0.591 0.591 0.591 
 20 0.947 0.947 0.941 0.947 0.947 0.947 

 20 0.921 0.921 0.921 0.921 0.921 0.921 
 20 0.691 0.691 0.691 0.691 0.691 0.691 

 20 0.686 0.702 0.656 0.702 0.778 0.702 
 20 0.853 0.853 0.843 0.853 0.853 0.853 

 20 0.939 0.939 0.939 0.939 0.939 0.939 
 20 0.777 0.777 0.761 0.777 0.777 0.777 

 20 0.882 0.882 0.882 0.882 0.882 0.882 
 40 0.682 0.678 0.688 0.678 0.678 0.678 

 40 0.901 0.905 0.906 0.908 0.907 0.907 
 

40 0.963 0.962 0.961 0.964 0.964 0.963 
 40 0.937 0.942 0.947 0.942 0.942 0.942 

 40 0.95 0.95 0.948 0.95 0.95 0.957 
 40 0.961 0.957 0.966 0.957 0.957 0.957 

 40 0.879 0.892 0.892 0.902 0.889 0.902 
 40 0.878 0.901 0.881 0.842 0.842 0.88 

8,6
7CN

8,5
9CN

9,6
13CN

12,9
13CN

15,7
14CN

21,11
18CN

13,9
18CN

12,8
24CN

12,8
20CN

12,7
25CN

13,8
29CN

30,16
36CN

26,21
44CN

14,9
44CN

21,10
64CN

25,17
136CN

21,18
205CN

22,13
281CN

27,18
282CN

30,20
780CN
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benchmark networks; we didn’t consider CR1 and CR2 because they are the worst 
performers as shown in Table 4. Our simulations show that DPA with CR3, CR4 and CR5 
produce 89%, 88%, 87% optimal results respectively. Interestingly, of the 11 non-optimal 
results for CR3. DPA produces network with reliability no worse than 0.77% off optimal, 
and most of the non-optimal results has lower cost than that for optimal. Further, CR4 
and/or CR5 produce optimal results for 3 of the 11 non-optimal results for CR3, and 
therefore DPA could produce up to 92% optimal results if it used all CR3, CR4 and CR5 
and select the best among their results. Note that for , DPA uses between 43 and 85 
of 780 paths to generate the results, i.e., only 6% to 11% of the total paths.  

5.3 The Performance of DPA on Networks with Large Number of Pathsets 

This section evaluates the performance of DPA on five grid networks, Grid6×6, 
Grid3×12, Grid3×16, Grid2×20, Grid2×100, that contain 36 to 200 nodes, 57 to 298 links, and  
538020 to 299 (s, t) paths respectively [19]. To see how fast, in terms of k, DPA produces 
the results for each network, we set Cmax to Call, the total cost of the links in the network; 
we consider this the worst-case scenario since the resulting topology includes all links in 
the original network. As shown in Table 6 (see kmax), DPA produces each topology using 
216/524288=4.1×10-4 % to 1000/299=1.5-27% of the (s, t) paths contained in the networks. 
DPA is also very fast in producing the results for the networks with the other Cmax values, 
i.e., 50%, 75%, 99% of the total cost of the networks; see column “k”. 

Table 6 also shows the reliability value of each generated topology. For these large 
networks, DPA uses a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation [6] with a sample size of 106 to 
estimate the reliability (see column Rel) for each generated topology. Although one 
cannot measure the optimality of the results, the table shows that, for Cmax=0.99×Call, 
DPA produces topologies with reliability values no more than 2.29% off the maximum 
possible values, Relmax, calculated from the original networks (see Rel, in bold). 

Table 6: Performance DPA for the Large Network Results 
CN Cmax k Rel 

Grid6x6 

𝐶𝑁1262818
36,57  

kmax=358, Call=57, Relmax=0.9613 

28 41 0.6592 
42 335 0.8933 
56 358 0.9585 (-0.3%) 

Grid3x12 
𝐶𝑁538020

36,60  
kmax=323, Call=60, Relmax=0.9753 

30 184 0.9401 
45 278 0.9717 
59 306 0.9748(-0.05%) 

Grid3x16 
𝐶𝑁64019921

48,77  
kmax=247, Call=77, Relmax=0.956 

38 127 0.8058 
57 148 0.8720 
76 243 0.9552(-0.08%) 

Grid2x20 
𝐶𝑁524288

40,58  
kmax=216, Call=58, Relmax=0.7841 

29 58 0.2164 
44 207 0.4714 
57 215 0.7661(-2.29%) 

Grid2x100 
𝐶𝑁299

200,298 
kmax=1000, Call=298, 
Relmax=0.3040 

149 482 0.2320 
224 724 0.2640 
297 987    0.3020(-0.65%) 

6. Conclusion  
We have formally defined a network topology design problem to generate a topology 

that has the maximum (s, t) reliability subject to a cost constraint Cmax. We have given a 
heuristic dynamic programming method, DPA to solve the problem. We have also 

30,20
780CN
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proposed five path ordering criteria, five of which allow DPA to incrementally generate 
only the first k simple paths from the network while producing almost similar results as 
compared to using all paths in the network. Our simulations show that DPA produces 92% 
optimal results on 100 benchmark networks. Further, DPA can be used on large grid 
networks that contain up to 200 nodes, 298 links, and 299 paths, showing its practicality.  

For future work, we plan to extend our approach for network topology design that 
includes other network performance constraints, including bandwidth and delay. 
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